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PWA approaches

Gell-Mann's Totalitarian Principle states: 

"Everything not forbidden is compulsory."



  

PWA approaches

Gell-Mann's Totalitarian Principle states: 

"Everything not forbidden is compulsory."

"Every PWA approach not forbidden has been realized 

in the last 40 years." (see L. Tiator’s lecture, this workshop)

This talk: Emphasis on Jülich-Bonn and SAID results in last 2 years
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Data included
● Bonn-Gatchina:

● Giessen:

● SAID:

● MAID:

● ANL-Osaka:

● Jülich-Bonn:   

Mindmap (II)

● JLAB-MSU: 



Manifestly gauge invariant approach based on full BSE solution
[M. Mai, P.C. Bruns, U.-G. Meissner   PRD 86 (2012) 094033 [arXiv:1207.4923][M. Mai, P.C. Bruns, U.-G. Meissner   PRD 86 (2012) 094033 [arXiv:1207.4923]
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Gauge invariance

→ There is no explicit s-channel pole term in this approach

Other approaches:



  

One aspect: Three-Body Unitarity       [Hu, Mai, M.D., Pilloni, Szczepaniak, in prep.]

Unitary isobar model

Unitarity

2→ 2 scattering input for isobars (     )

Bethe-Salpeter Eq. (BSE) ansatz

Strategy: To obtain a 3-body unitary amplitude, compare the right-hand sides of
unitarity relation, both for generic isobar structure and BSE [Aaron, Amamdo, Young, PR (1969)]
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Unitarity above breakup

● Match Ansatz to unitarity
● Determine three-body amplitude
● Consistency of matching 

relations shown. 
● Proof finished

Three-body unitarity for isobars 
only proven for bound state-
spectator scattering
[Aaron, Amamdo, Young, PR (1969)] 
→ Proof above breakup needed!

Bound-state particle
scattering requires only 
comparing these.



  

Solution

Diagrammatic
representation:

● Three-body unitarity induces two-body unitarity of the sub-amplitude

● Re-arranging three-body propagator S and dissociation v: 
2→2 scattering amplitude                    gives solution of 3→3 scattering
in terms of on-shell 2→2 amplitude (even if we started from off-shell
equation):

● Express 2→ 2 scattering through phase shifts     if wished.

(symbolical notation, arguments and indices suppressed)

v
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The Julich-Bonn Dynamical Coupled-Channel Approach
e.g. EPJ A 49, 44 (2013)



  

Analytic structure                                  [M.D. et al, NPA (2009)]



  



  

Results
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(1900) resonance claimed by BnGa definitely improves our fit significantly, as well.



  



  



  

Re-measuring hadron-induced reactions
Fits: D. Rönchen, M.D., et al., EPJ A49 (2013)

→ Physics Opportunities with meson beams, 
Briscoe, M.D., Haberzettl, Manley, Naruki, Strakovsky, Swanson, EPJ A51 (2015)



  

FROST/CLAS
CLAS/JuBo (M. D., D. Rönchen), Phys.Lett. B755 (2016)

• First-ever measurement of  observable E in    photo- 
production, enabled through the FROST target

Is this a new narrow baryonic resonance?
→  Conventional explanation in terms of interference effects.



  
→ How can we automatize/ blindfold resonance spectroscopy?



  

New developments

● Blindfolding spectroscopy [see also Guegan, Williams et al., JINST 10 (2015)]

– Talk by Sarah Wesolowski

● Toward (entirely) data-driven multi-channel analyses

● Quantifying the impact of new measurements 

● Preparing for CLAS12 electroproduction experiments

● Some selected SAID results



  

Landay, M.D., Fernandez, Hu, Molina, PRC (2017)



  



  

LASSO:



  



  



  



  



  

Model selection with real data



  

Blindfolding spectroscopy

● Same statistics tools: Automatized LASSO technique + 
goodness of fit criteria from information theory/ cross validation

● Model reaction                    scrutinized [based on B. Jackson, Y. Oh, H. Haberzettl, K. 
Nakayama, Phys.Rev. C91 (2015)] 

● Selection of model with minimal resonance content

optimal resonance
content

[M.D., J. Landay, H. Haberzettl, K. Nakayama, in preparation]



  

Toward Data-driven Analyses

● Multi-channel analyses to detect faint resonance signals

● All groups use GW/SAID partial waves for

– The chi-square obtained in fits to single-energy solutions is not related to 
chi-square of a fit to data → Statistical interpretation of resonance 
signals difficult.  

● Provide online covariance matrices etc. to allow other groups to 
perform correlated chi-square fits. 

[M.D., Revier, Rönchen, Workman, arXiv:1603.07265, PRC 2016]

Slight adaptation of their code allows other
groups to obtain a      (almost) as if they fitted to
                   directly.

Covariance matrices etc. can be downloaded
on the SAID and JPAC web pages.



How to quantify the impact of new measurements?
Consider correlations of helicity couplings extracted from experiment



Results from analysis of world data of     photoproduction
[M.D., D. Sadasivan, in preparation]



Bulk properties of uncertainties from different data sets

● Allows to trace quantitatively the impact of data sets and observables
● Helpful in design of new measurements
● Correlations allow to assess quality of theory predictions





  



SAID Analysis of New Data



WASA Dibaryon Candidate 



SAID Electroproduction Analysis Framework



CLAS12

Luminosity = 1035cm-2s-1 

E12-09-003  N* @ 5 GeV2<Q2 < 12 GeV2

LOI12-15-004 Search for hybrid baryons
E12-06-108A KY Electroproduction with CLAS

Transition form factors @ CLAS 12

SAID group performed fits including all
available pion electroproduction data 
simultaneously with photoproduction solutions



Transition Form Factors at the Pole
Common effort MAID/SAID/Zagreb/JuBo
[Tiator, M.D., R. Workman, et al., PRC (2017)]

Also         
transition form 
factors are 
complex quantities
if defined at pole
(background-inde-
pendent definition)

Pole: point of comparison for (unitary) chiral models & lattice [Jido, M.D., Oset, PRC77 
(2008); for lattice: A. Agadjanov, Bernard, Meissner, Rusetsky, NPB886 (2014)]



“Data points”: Aznauryan et al. 

First Results for 

Im
Re
BW

[Tiator, M.D., R. Workman, et al. PRC (2017)]

SAID: existing fit of pion electro-
Production data up to 6 GeV^2. Challenges:
• Unified formulation with photoproduction (CM12)
• Update with future data from Jlab



  

Outlook
● High-precision (double) polarization observables from CLAS, 

ELSA, MAMI,... in unprecedented quality

● Precision spectroscopy requires

– Systematic search for new resonances (model selection techniques)

– Entirely data-driven analyses

– Quantitative answers to impact of data

– Extension to Electroproduction planned building on existing SAID 
analyses.



  



Amplitude reconstruction from complete experiments and
truncated partial-wave expansions

[Workman, Tiator, Wunderlich, M.D., 
H. Haberzettl, PRC (2017)]

How do complete experiment and truncated partial wave complete experiment compare.
Depending on which partial-wave content is admitted in the amplitude?

Order: 
# of different measurements,
# of different observables
# of different angles

Four are enough!



Connecting Theory and Phenomenology at the pole

T.A. Gail and T.R. Hemmert, 
Eur. Phys. J. A 28 (2006).

Lattice: Agadjanov, Bernard, 
Meißner, Rusetsky, 
Nucl. Phys. B 886 (2014)



  

New High-precision        data

Data: EPECUR
Analysis: SAID (dashed)
Gridnev (solid)
ArXiv: 1604.02379

Sharp structures seen in 
EPECUR data are largely 
accounted for by 
channel-coupling (         ) 
leaving less room for 
narrow resonance candidates.

In general:

Hadronic data serves as “input”
for many PWAs!



  



  

FROST/CLAS (I)

→ Significant impact on resonance parameters/ 
     New resonance (BnGa) [                         ], arXiv: 1503.05774 

CLAS/BnGa/JuBo/SAID, PLB 750 (2015)

The E-observable in charged-pion photoproduction



  



Older, more incomplete Chiral unitary prediction
[Jido, M.D., Oset, PRC77 (2008)]

channels

complex

Discrepancy: Genuine problem
or due to different definitions?

This workshop: remarkable progress
On complex helicity couplings
by ANL-Osaka group.



  

Input parameters and their stability
Eur. Phys. J. A (2013) 49: 44

Self energy:

Force bare mass of 
to fixed value; refit full data base



Hybrid Baryons
J.J. Dudek and R.G. Edwards,  PRD85 (2012) 054016

1.3GeV

N

Hybrid states have same JP values as q3 baryons. How to identify 
them?  →  Measure Q2 dependence of electro-couplings

LQCD 

clustered
in mass

 ‘hybrid’ states

Unusual transition FF?



  


